
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of cloud
product manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for cloud product manager

Engage with internal stake holders in completing needs analysis and defining
strategic directions as it pertains to Cloud Solutions
Prior experience building custom applications using Salesforce.com Customer
Communities, Customer Communities Plus and Partner Communities
Strong hands-on experience of Apex and Visual Force
Experience with agile methodology, data migration, custom object creation,
testing and implementation
3+ years of end-to-end product management experience on Salesforce.com
eco-system
2+ years system integration experience with API based architecture
Proven ability to create functional designs, wireframes, product
demonstrations and proof of concepts for rapid prototype development
needs to be the key-trade of this individual
Work together with Development and Engineering and Marketing to set the
targeted launch plans and releases supported by capital and resource budget
Work closely with the service product marketing manager to ensure a
complete end to end solution and customer experience (SaaS)
Work closely with third-party developers (primarily software companies,
system integrators) to understand their needs and communicate best
practices in using the APIs

Qualifications for cloud product manager
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Pragmatic Marketing Framework Certification or equivalent experience /
training
Previous telecommunication industry experience required
BA/BS in Computer Science, Information Systems or a related technical field
with minimum of 5 years Hardware/Software Consumer Product
Management, or other relevant experience
Experience as a Global Product Owner in an Agile environment (scrum
preferred)
Ability to manage multiple complex projects across cross-functional teams
and multiple client groups
Proven leadership skills capable of motivating and directing a large cross-
functional team


